Almost all industrial processes are controlled by operators using dozens of graphic screens. The graphic designs are typically little more than P&IDs covered in hundreds of numbers. This traditional, “low performance” Human Machine Interface (HMI) paradigm is typical in all processes controlled by DCS and SCADA systems, including the water and wastewater sector. It has been shown to be lacking in both providing operator situation awareness and in facilitating proper response to upsets. In many industries, poor HMIs have contributed to major accidents, including fatalities.

HMI improvement has become a hot topic. The knowledge and control capabilities now exist for creating High Performance HMIs. These provide for much improved situation awareness, improved surveillance and control, easier training, and verifiable cost savings.

This talk will cover:
- HMIs Past and Present
- Common but Poor HMI Practices
- Justification for HMI Improvement – What Can You Gain?
- High Performance HMI Principles and Examples
- Depicting Information Rather Than Raw Data
- The Power of Analog
- Proper and Improper Use of Color
- Depicting Alarm Conditions
- Trend Deficiencies and Improvements
- Display Hierarchy and the Big Picture
- The High Performance HMI Development Work Process
- Obstacles and Resistance to Improvement
- Cost-effective Ways to Make a Major Difference

Implementation of proper graphic principles can greatly enhance operator effectiveness. A High Performance HMI is both practical and achievable.
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